
A3 New Mexico
Contract For NM Hunts

Ryan Nogosek Jordan Hall
PO Box 14653               4 Pinto CT

Scottsdale, AZ 85267 Edgewood, NM 87015
928-899-7404               505-379-0509

This document shall be considered a binding contract for all NM Hunts Conducted under Ryan Nogosek (DBA: A3 Trophy Hunts NM) and 
Jordan Hall (DBA: JH Outfitting). This signed document grants permission as an agreement for the hunter-client and/or NM Outfitter to apply the 

hunter-client under the NM Outfitter number, thus allowing said hunter-client to be legally applied in the New Mexico Outfitter 10% Special 
Drawing Pool for any of the following big- game species: Elk, Deer, Pronghorn Antelope, Bighorn Sheep, Barbary Sheep, Oryx, Ibex and 

Javelina. Any hunter- client drawing a license from the 10% pool, by law, must hunt with Jordan Hall or Ryan Nogosek unless otherwise released 
in writing by Jordan Hall or Ryan Nogosek. The NM Outfitter shall ensure that the hunter-client is accompanied by the outfitter or their registered 

guide for at least two days of the hunt. Unless otherwise specified in a signed contract following the draw license results, the hunt shall be fully 
outfitted to include the following at a minimum, a registered guide for two days during the hunt. Hunter-client recognizes that their hunting 
license drawn from the 10% pool is not valid unless they have a written contract with and hunt with a registered NM Outfitter; those hunter-

clients who choose to hunt on their own may be prosecuted for hunting without a valid license. 

Furthermore:

• If a client is successful in the draw there shall be a 50% NON-Refundable deposit due to book the hunt within 30 days of the 
draw results, or purchasing a landowner tag. Failure to pay this will result in the hunt not being considered booked. IF a client 
has successfully drawn a tag and chooses not to book the hunt there is a $500.00 processing fee for any hunt successfully 
drawn under the above mentioned outfitters.  Failure to pay this will result in being no longer allowed to utilize the 
outfitter number in future applications. Final payment will be due 30 days prior to showing up to camp. 

• This contract shall also serve as a release of liability form.  Wherein the client understands there is associated risks with these 
activities.  Furthermore, there is no guarantee of success due to conditions outside of the outfitters control. 

• If the client chooses to sue Ryan Nogosek, and/or Jordan Hall they agree to do so in the state of NM alone. 
• The client agrees to allow photos to be used for marketing etc.  If client has special requests regarding photo use please let 

outfitter aware in advance. 
• Prices listed below do not include N.M. gross receipts tax, taxidermy work, meat processing, gratuities for guides/cooks/

wranglers. 
Please check species applied for:

___7 day 1x1 Archery Elk $5800.00 ___1x1Archery/Rifle Deer (5 day rifle, 7 day Archery) $5250.00

___7 day 2x1 Archery Elk $4800.00ea ___ 2x1 Archery/Rifle deer (5 day rifle, & day Archery) $4500.00 ea.

___10 day 1x1 Archery Elk $7000.00 ___Units 2B, 5B, 2C deer hunts shall be guided only, 1x1 $4750.00

___5 day 1x1 Rifle/Muzzle Elk $5800.00 ___7 day guided only ibex hunt with 1 spotter included $5800.00

___5 day 2x1 Rifle/Muzzle Elk $4750 ___3 day on range oryx hunt guided only $3000.00

___5 Day 1x1 Barbary Sheep  $5000.00 ___5 day off range oryx hunt $5000.00

___3 Day 1x1 rifle Antelope $3500.00 ___5 day mountain lion hunts $5000.00

___3 day 2x1 Rifle Antelope $2750.00 ea. ___7 day Bighorn Sheep hunt includes 1 spotter  $7000.00 

___5 day Archery Antelope $4250.00

*Additional days are $700.00 a day for all hunts, $200.00 a day for additional spotters, stock available for additional fee.

Client Name:

Client Address:

Client E-mail                                        

Phone Number:

Client Signature: Date:

Outfitter Signature: Date:


